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• Framed image – The Ivel motor tricycle, outside the Ivel Cycle & motor works, 1901; 
• Framed image – Dan Albone with the latest Ivel tractor; 
• Framed image – the Ivel tractor hauling a fire pump, 1906; 
• Framed image – medals awarded to the Ivel Agricultural Motor; 
• Framed image – the Ivel tractor on a road haulage test pulling a three ton wagon load near 

Biggleswade; 
• Framed image – the Ivel tractor trials at Biggleswade, Dan walking beside the tractor, 1902; 
• Framed image – Dan driving the tractor, 1904; 
• Framed image – the Ivel tractor and potato planted, 1906; 
• Framed image – the Ivel tractor; 
• Framed image – the Ivel Agricultural Motor working a Plano binder at Biggleswade and the 

Ivel demonstrating ground, shed and works; 
• Framed image – the Ivel tractor and lightning strike; 
• Print – the Ivel tractor and lightning strike; 
• Print – medals awarded to the Ivel Agricultural Motor; 
• Early photograph believed to be of David Albone and wife, Dan's eldest brother (found in the 

loft of the cottages to the rear of the Sun Hotel 1977-78); 
• Early engraving of the East Window and Chancel of Hatley Cockayne Church, marked on 

reverse “Grandfather Edward Albone Bap. Mar.13th 1857. Market Gardener. Born at the 
Ongley Arms, Biggleswade. Married Emma Ann Rosson at Hatley Cockayne Church”; 

• Early photograph marked Mrs Albone [unclear] believed to be of Edith Alice Albone, Maude 
Albone's mother; 

• Will of William David Alban, dated 11th January 1849, late of Basingstoke, given to Maude's 
mother in 1938 by her father after they had been to a funeral of an Albone relative; 

• Intestate administration document for Mrs Elizabeth Alban, dated 14th April 1849, died on or 
about 12th April 1848; 

• Framed illustration of the Ivel Cycle Pony Trap; 
• Dan Albone list of inventions; 
• Dan Albone references in contemporary publications, marked British Cycle Pioneers Library; 
• Modern print of the Ongley Arms taken from Bicycling News; 
• 1956 newspaper cuttings regarding jubilee of Dan's death; 
• Quality prints of Ivel Agricultural Motor catalogue; 
• Image of Maude Irving (née Albone) with Lady Shuttleworth's Ivel cycle; 
• Book of poems, Curtis's Poetical Reader, dated July 1865, inscribed inside cover “William 

Albone, Ongley Arms, Biggleswade, Beds”, missing some pages (includes 1946 family letter 
at page 139); 

• Quality print of the Ivel tractor pulling a cart and a trailer on the road; 
• Quality print of the Ivel tractor baling hay; 
• Quality print of the Ivel tractor and lightning strike; 
• Quality print of the Ivel tractor (x3); 
• Original Ivel cycles catalogue 1891; 
• Original Ivel cycles catalogue 1902; 
• Original Ivel Agricultural Motor catalogue 1908; 
• Image of Old Warden Park Lodge; 
• Envelope – Cycling 1878-1978 First Day Cover (without stamps attached); 



• Various cycling stamps; 
• Image on card – the Ivel tractor and lightning strike; 
• Reproduction of early photograph of Ivel armoured car demonstration; 
• Images of 44-45 Great Marlborough Street, London, prior to redevelopment in 2002/03; 
• Four Post Impressions stamps mounted on card, including ladies Ivel bicycle; 
• Early photograph marked in manuscript on front “My cousin Cyril Tingey and wife”; 
• Note, mounted on card, about the history of the Ongley Arms; 
• Early photograph marked on reverse “Great Grandma Albone” (presumed of Maude); 
• Early photograph marked on front “Brother Dan Albone age about 20 or 22” (son of Edward 

b.1894); 
• Reproduction of early family photograph marked on reverse “Mrs Tear 1890” and a signature 

possibly of the photographer; 
• Reproduction of early family photograph marked on reverse “Albone family 1890” with 

names; 
• Quality image of Great Marlborough Street premises, prior to redevelopment in 2002/03; 
• Quality image of early photograph of Ivel armoured car demonstration; 
• Quality reproduction of jubilee plaque and guests (Maude is second from left); 
• Quality reproduction of jubilee plaque gathering; 
• Original image on card of Stancer unveiling the jubilee plaque; 
• Image of John Moffitt on Ivel tractor; 
• Postcard of Dan Albone; 
• Large quantity of negatives; 
• Card image of Ivel tandem; 
• Envelope marked “Negs Dan Albone inventions” containing a quantity; 
• Photograph folder containing a large number of negatives; 
• Postcard depicting ladies Ivel on stamp; 
• Quality reproduction image of the Ivel cycle baby carrier 1891; 
• Reproduction early photograph of Ivel tractor pulling a cart and trailer on the road; 
• Images mounted on card from Ivel tractor sales brochure 1913; 
• Images mounted on card from Ivel tractor catalogue 1908; 
• Folder with two lists of One-Make Tractor Clubs and Magazines; 
• Folder with 12-page list of Classic Tractor books; 
• Folder with printed from internet material being a summary for The Ivel Story and the BHS 

reproduction of the Biggleswade Herald transcription of Dan Albone's death announcement; 
• Folder with photocopies of Ivel Agricultural Motor Instructions for Driving and Working; 
• Reproduction image mounted on card of Ivel tractor with potato planter; 
• Reproduction on card of Ball Bearing Carriage page extract from 1897; 
• Two images mounted on card – the Ivel Agricultural Motor working a Plano binder at 

Biggleswade and the Ivel demonstrating ground, shed and works; 
• Page 58 (x2) from The Ivel Story on card; 
• Image of Ivel tractor baling; 
• Image mounted on card of the Ivel tractor pulling two reaping machines; 
• Image mounted on card of the Ivel Motor with Landaulette body; 
• Image mounted on card of Ivel tractor being demonstrated in Cumbria; 
• Image mounted on card of Ivel tractor and two oxen at a demonstration; 
• Image mounted on card of Dan exhibiting his tractor at the R.A.S.E. Show 1906; 
• Photograph of Dan on the Ivel tractor; 
• Image mounted on card of the Ivel tractor at the Horse Shoe Hotel, South Africa, 1904; 
• Reproduction images (2) of the Ivel tractor disassembled for shipping; 
• Reproduction image of the foundry at the Ivel Works. 

  


